HIGHLIGHTS FROM MISS OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY

HISTORY OF SPECIAL EFFECTS MAKEUP

UPCOMING EVENTS

#PETESBOOKSHELF

GIVEAWAY
Congratulations Millie Bryant for being crowned Miss Oklahoma State University 2022! We are incredibly proud and wish you the best of luck on your journey! We would also like to shout out all of our candidates in the Miss OSU Scholarship Competition. Your hard work and dedication does not go unnoticed!

4th Runner Up: Seyton Thomas
3rd Runner Up: Tatum Shelton
2nd Runner Up: Katelyn Woods
1st Runner Up: Natalie Yadon
Miss OSU: Millie Bryant

HISTORY OF SPECIAL EFFECTS MAKEUP

This month for DIY Wednesday, the Student Arts Alliance will allow students to get a hands-on experience with special effects makeup on October 27th from 11:00am-2:00pm on the Student Union Plaza. We thought it would be cool to talk about the history of its usage in the film industry!

In the 1920’s an actor by the name of Lon Chaney started the trend of special effects makeup by creating looks for films such as the Hunchback of Notre Dame and Phantom of the Opera.

Going into the 1930’s, a makeup innovator by the name of Jack Pierce used special effects makeup in films such as Frankenstein and the Mummy!

Of course, with the advancement of technology and color being used in films, special effects makeup has been able to create a more realistic look.

Special effects has allowed film makers to help create your favorite monsters, aliens, and other fictional characters!

Source: “Special Effects Makeup in Film.”
Central Casting, 26 Aug. 2021,
UPCOMING EVENTS

STUDENT UNION ACTIVITIES BOARD
10/02 | Spirit Walk (Baylor) | 4:00PM
10/06 | PoketoberFest | 5PM-7PM | Student Union Plaza
10/13 | Pumpkin Painting | 6PM-8PM | North Dining
10/14 | Pack-A-Critter | 12PM | SU Plaza
10/21 | Rocky Horror Picture Show | 7PM | Theatre
10/23 | Cowboy Con | 1PM-4PM | SU Ballroom
10/25 | Share Your Pride: Social Media Contest
10/29 | Orange Friday: Guess the Score | 11AM-2PM | SU Plaza
10/30 | Spirit Walk (Kansas)

STUDENT ARTS ALLIANCE
10/05 | Career Workshop-Hobby to Hustle | 5PM
10/15 | Drive-In Movie: Hocus Pocus | 7PM | Western Fields
10/18 | Tiny Tunes Concert: Ruff Wizard | 12PM | SU Amphitheater
10/20 | Paint Night | 7PM | Starlight Terrace
10/22 | OSU Art Festival | 9AM-8PM | SU Plaza
10/27 | DIY Wednesday: SFX Makeup | 11AM-2PM | SU Plaza.
The Sanatorium: by Sara Pearse

An imposing, isolated getaway spot high up in the Swiss Alps is the last place Elin Warner wants to be. But Elin’s taken time off from her job as a detective, so when her estranged brother, Isaac, and his fiancée, Laure, invite her to celebrate their engagement at the hotel, Elin really has no reason not to accept.

Arriving in the midst of a threatening storm, Elin immediately feels on edge—there’s something about the hotel that makes her nervous. And when they wake the following morning to discover Laure is missing, Elin must trust her instincts if they hope to find her. With the storm closing off all access to the hotel, the longer Laure stays missing, the more the remaining guests start to panic.

Thursday, October 28th @ 6:00pm | Council Room (SU 412)
1. The book is announced on Instagram @saa_okstate on the 1st of the month
2. Come by the Office of Arts, Culture, & Entertainment, SU 250, to register to participate*
3. Make sure you can attend the book chat before you register (schedule below)
4. Take your book and start reading
5. Attend the book chat and enjoy a FREE dinner on us!
*If you do not attend the book discussion, you will be charged $10 to your bursar account for the book and dinner that were ordered for you.
ACE GIVEAWAY!

This month, the Office of Arts, Culture, & Entertainment will be giving away a $25 Student Store Gift Card!

*Entry: Answer the following question
- Which upcoming event are you looking forward to this month?

*Please comment your answer on the Student Arts Alliance Newsletter Instagram Post

*The winner will be announced on October 22nd

SAA Instagram: @saa_okstate

Good Luck!